The paper describes the agent-based approach and software environment (based on OMNeT++ INET Framework) developed for simulation of distributed defense mechanisms which can be deployed in the Internet for counteraction to computer network attacks. According to the approach suggested, the cybernetic counteraction of "bad guys" and security systems is represented by the interaction of different agent teams. The main components of the software environment are outlined. One of the experiments on protection against attacks "Distributed Denial of Service" is described.
INTRODUCTION
The problems of information security modeling and simulation are actively discussed in the long period of time. There was developed the number of different models of particular defense mechanisms and they were simulated successfully. But, as before we lack for advanced models and simulation environments that let formalize the complex antagonistic nature of information security as complicated technicalorganizational process. This paper proposes an agent-based approach and software environment for simulation of counteraction between malefactors and defense systems in the Internet represented as an antagonistic interaction of different teams of software agents. Agent-based modeling and simulation of network security in the Internet assumes that agent competition is represented as a large set of semi-autonomous interacting agents (Kotenko 2005) . The aggregate system behavior emerges from evolving local interactions of agents in a dynamically changing environment specified by computer network model. Our approach is based on agent teamwork frameworks (Cohen and Levesque 1991; Fan and Yen 2004; Grosz and Kraus 1996; Kotenko and Stankevich 2002; Tambe 1997; Tambe and Pynadath 2001; Yen et al. 2001; etc.) . We investigate our approach on an example of simulating defense methods against one of the most harmful classes of computer network attacks -"Distributed Denial of Service" (DDoS) (Mirkovic et al. 2004 ).
The idea of DDoS attack consists in reaching the global goal -the denial of service of some resource (for example Web-server) -due to joint efforts of many hosts (zombies) that are acting on attack side sending a huge number of network inquiries to the victim host (network). The main task of defense systems against DDoS is to accurately detect these attacks and quickly respond to them (Xiang and Zhou 2004) . Traditional defense include detection and reaction mechanisms (Xiang et al. 2004) . Adequate victim protection can only be achieved by cooperation of different distributed components (Mirkovic et al. 2005) . So, the DDoS problem requires a distributed cooperative solution (Mirkovic et al. 2004; Mirkovic et al. 2005 ). There are a lot of architectures for distributed cooperative defense mechanisms (Chen and Song 2005; Papadopoulos 2003; Keromytis et al. 2003; Xuan al. 2002; Xiang and Zhou 2004; Mirkovic et al. 2004; etc.) .
Our goal is to try to simulate different DDoS defense methods and develop the investigation environment which can help elaborate well-grounded recommendations on the choice of efficient defense mechanisms. In (Kotenko 2005) we described the ontology of DDoS attacks and defense mechanisms, presented specifications of structure of DDoS and defense agents' team, described the formal model of computer network and determined software prototypes on Visual C++ 6.0 and Java 2 and experiments with them. In this paper, based on the main ideas considered in (Kotenko 2005) , we define more exactly the used agent-based approach, consider a new powerful simulation environment developed on OMNeT++ INET Framework and demonstrate the possibilities of this environment on an example of one of many experiments on protection against attacks "Distributed Denial of Service". The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines suggested agent-based approach for modeling and simulation. Section 3 describes the software environment developed for simulation. Section 4 presents one of simulation scenarios fulfilled. Conclusion outlines the main results of the paper and future work directions.
AGENT-BASED APPROACH FOR SIMULATION OF DISTRIBUTED DEFENSE
The problem of multi-agent modeling and simulation of cybernetic opposition processes is represented as the task of antagonistic interaction of the agentsmalefactors' team and the defense team (Kotenko 2005) . The agents of different teams compete to reach the opposite intentions. The agents of one team cooperate to realize the overall intention (implementing the threat or defense of computer network).
It is offered that each team of agents is organized by the group (team) plan of the agents' actions. As result, a team has a mechanism of decision-making about who will execute particular operations. The agents' team structure is described in terms of a hierarchy of group and individual roles. Leaves of the hierarchy correspond to the roles of individual agents, but intermediate nodes -to group roles. One agent can execute a set of roles. Agents can exchange roles during the plan execution. The communications between agents are caused by joint intentions and rules that every agent has. Pro-active and reactive communications take place in the team. As the agents' teams operate in antagonistic environment, agents can fail. The lost functionalities are restored by redistributing the roles of failed agents between other agents and (or) cloning new agents. The team members have the shared mental model. The agents can make the "cutoff" of the team mental state due to forming the joint intentions on the different levels of abstraction. The hierarchy of intentions is jointly established by the team members to make the team reach its goal in coordinated way. This is the consequence of agents' joint responsibilities.
Let us represent the DDoS attack system as an agent team. The agents aim the shared goal -the realization of attack "denial of service" for some host or network. Analyzing the present DDoS methods it is possible to determine at least two types of attack components: "Daemon" executes the attack directly; "Master" coordinates the actions of other components. Daemons act on lower level. After receiving the messages from masters, they start or finish sending the attack packets or change the attack intensity. On the preliminary stage the master and daemons are deployed on available (compromised) hosts in the Internet. The important parameters on this stage are agents' amount and their state of distribution. Then the attack team is established: daemons send to master the messages saying they are alive and ready to work. Master stores the information about team members and their state. The malefactor sets the common goal of team -to perform DDoS attack. Master receives attack parameters. Its goal is to distribute these parameters among all available daemons. Then daemons act. Their local goal is to execute the master command. To fulfill attack they send the attack packets to the given host. Master asks daemons periodically to find out that they are alive and ready to work. Receiving the messages from daemons the master manages the given rate of attack. If there is no any message from one of the daemons the master makes the decision to change the attack parameters. For example, it can send to some or all daemons the commands to change the attack rate. Daemons can execute the attack in various modes. This feature affects on the potentialities of defense team. Daemons can send the attack packets with the various rate, spoof source IP address and do it with various rates.
The general approach to the DDoS defense is the following. The information about normal traffic is collected from different network sensors. Then the analyzer-component compares in real-time the current traffic with the normal traffic. The system tries to trace back the source of anomalies (due to "traceback" mechanisms) and generates the recommendations how to cut off them or how to lower the quantity of these anomalies. Depending on security administrator's choice, the system applies some countermeasure. In compliance with the general approach we set the following defense agent classes: "Sensor" -agent of initial information processing; "Sampler" -the network data collector that forms the traffic model; "Detector" -attack detection agent; "Filter" -agent of attack traffic filtering; "Investigator" -agent of attack investigation. In the initial moment of time the defense agents are deployed on hosts corresponding to their roles: sensor is deployed on the way of traffic to defended host; sampler -on any host in defended subnet; detector -on any host in defended subnet; filter -on the entrance to defended subnet; investigator -on any host beyond the subnet. The joint goal of defense team is to protect against DDoS attack. Detector watches on its accomplishing. Sensor processes information about network packets and collects statistic data on traffic for defended host.
Samplers are deployed in the defended subnet to collect the data on its normal functioning and to detect anomalies. The examples of implemented detection mechanisms are "Hop Count Filtering" (HCF) (Jin et al. 2003) and "Source IP address monitoring" (SIPM) (Peng et al. 2003) . The local sub-goals of sampler implementing these methods can be as follows: sending to detector the message of its workability; network packets processing; building the table of IP addresses for HCF and the table of hops for SIPM; anomaly detection; forming and sending the messages to filter the traffic from suspicious IP addresses. Sampler builds the traffic model in the learning mode. The traffic model is based on two tables mentioned. The first consists of "approved" IP addresses, the second -of "approved" set of distances to other subnets. It is built based on the following relations: <the first 24 bits of address -the amount of hops>. When sampler is in the normal mode it analyses each incoming packet, takes the IP address and calculates the hops amount. It looks in the corresponding tables the coincidences. If one of results is negative, then sensor sends to filter the command to filter the packets coming from this IP address. Each of mechanisms has the counter of detected "malicious" addresses to compare their effectiveness.
Detector's local goal is to make the decision if the attack happens. In developed prototype the following method is realized. If detector decides that there is a DDoS attack on the basis of data from sensors and samplers. It sends its decision and N addresses of attack hosts to filter and to investigator. Filter's local goal is to filter the traffic on the basis of data from detector. If it was determined that the network is under attack, then filter begins to filter the packets from the given hosts. The goal of investigator is to identify and defeat the attack agents. When investigator receives the message from detector, it examines the given addresses on the presence of attack agents and tries to defeat them.
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
To choose the simulation tool the comprehensive analysis of the following systems was made: NS2 (NS2), OMNeT++ INET Framework (OMNeT++), SSF Net (SSF Net), J-Sim (J-Sim) and some others. We discovered that the OMNET++ INET Framework satisfies to these requirements best of all. OMNET++ is the discrete event simulator (OMNeT++). The change of state happens in the discrete moments of time. The simulation is being held by the future event list sorted by time. The event may be the beginning of packet transmission, time-out, etc. The events occur inside the simple modules. Such modules have the functions of initialization, message processing, action (alternatively), end of work. The exchange of messages between modules happens due to channels (modules are connected with them by the gates) or directly by gates. A gate can be incoming or outgoing to receive or to send messages accordingly.
Agents are deployed on the hosts in the simulation environment. They are installed by connecting to the modules serving transport and network layers of protocol stack simulated in OMNeT++ INET Framework. The generalized representation of agent "sampler" structure is depicted in Figure 1 . Sampler contains the transport layer (depicted as a message), needed to communicate with other agents, network layer (depicted as a blue cube) to collect traffic data and agent kernel (depicted as a blue shape of human figure) . The latter contains the communication language, the knowledge base and the message handlers from the neighbor modules. The representation of sampler deployment into the simulation environment is depicted in Figure 2 . One can see that agent is plugged into the host through the "tcp" module. Agent is also connected with the "sniffer" module that is used to analyze the network packets.
At the basic window of visualization (Figure 3 , at upper right), a simulated computer network is displayed. The network represents a set of the hosts and channels. Hosts can fulfill different functionality depending on their parameters or a set of internal modules. Internal modules are responsible for functioning of protocols and applications at various levels of OSI model. Hosts are connected by channels which parameters can be changed. Applications (including agents) are established on hosts. Applications are connected to corresponding modules of protocols. The window for simulation management (Figure 3 , on the right in the Since all simulated processes take place in the Internet, the network model should be in the heart of simulation environment. One of the examples of computer networks for simulation is represented in Figure 4 . We used different configurations of computer networks. Each network is represented as a set of hosts connected by the channels. Hosts can fulfill different functionality depending on their parameters or a set of internal modules. The routers are labeled with the sign " ".The hosts are connected with the channels. Their parameters can be changed. 
SIMULATION EXAMPLE
We are in the process of implementing simulation experiments for different cooperative active and passive defense mechanisms against DDoS attacks, including "hop-by-hop" IP traceback, backscatter traceback, overlay networks for ip-traceback, large scale IP traceback, server roaming, congestion puzzles, changepoint detection, selective pushback, aggregate based congestion control and pushback, etc.
Let us examine one of simple simulation scenarios to demonstrate possibilities of the software environment. The routers in this network are connected by fiberglass channels with bandwidth 512 Mbit. The other hosts are connected by 10 Mbit Ethernet channels.
Some time after the start of simulation, clients begin to send the requests to server and it replies. That is the way generic (normal) network traffic is generated. The formation of defense team begins some time after the start of simulation. The defense agents (investigator, sensor and filter) connect to detector. They send to detector the messages saying that they are alive and ready to work. Detector stores this information to its knowledge base. The formation of attack team occurs in the same way. The defense team actions begin after the team formation. Sensor starts to collect the traffic statistics (the amount of transmitted bytes) for every IPaddress. Detector gets statistics and detects if there is an attack. Then it connects to filter and investigator and sends them the IP-addresses of suspicious hosts.
When attack actions begin, master requests every daemon if it is alive and ready to work. When all daemons were examined, it occurs that they all are workable. Master calculates the rate of attack for every daemon. Then master sends the corresponding attack command to every daemon. Daemons start the attack by sending, e.g., the UDP packets to the victim server with the given rate. Sensors and samplers send to detector the list of IP addresses and the amount of bits transmitted for the given time interval. Detector determines which hosts (IP addresses) transmit the traffic that exceeds the maximum allowable size. Detector sends these addresses to filter to apply filtering rules and to investigator to trace and defeat the attack agents. After applying the filtering rules by filter the traffic to the server was lowered. And agent-investigator tries to defeat attack agents. It succeeds to defeat two of them. The remaining daemon continues the attack. Master redistributed the attack load for it. But the attack packets do not reach the goal and are filtered at the entrance of the defended network. 
CONCLUSION
The main results of the work we described in the paper consist in developing basic ideas on agent-based simulation of distributed defense mechanisms (on an example of protecting against attacks DDoS) and implementing corresponding software environment. 
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